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ABSTRACT

Estimation of Design Load for Ship Collision

Considering Dynamic Response of Bridge

Kim, Juhong

Civil and Environmental Engineering

The Graduate School

Seoul National University

When designing bridges crossing navigable waterways against ship

collision, it is necessary to estimate a ship collision load and evaluate

corresponding response of the bridge. Current design code, AASHTO LRFD

(2014) defines a design load for ship collision as an equivalent static

collision load, however, it is hard to estimate corresponding response of the

bridge accurately with a statical analysis because of inconsideration of

dynamic response come from inertia force and damping force. This research

suggests a design load for ship collision as a time history load presented by

a dynamic collision load model, taking into account dynamic responses of

the bridge that composed of three parameters the maximum collision

load, ship mass and impact velocity. The feasible range of the dynamic

collision load model can be determined from size of the design ship and

design impact velocity of the relevant waterway, and candidate models shall

be selected so that have chance to maximize the response of the bridge
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among them. In this research, candidate models were selected coupled with

characteristics of dynamic response of the bridge such as natural modes and

periods. Principal natural modes of vibration which mainly affect the

dynamic response of bridge collided by ship are defined using participation

factor and shock spectrum of the dynamic collision load model is used to

determine the total collision duration which can make these modes appear.

Through the numerical example on Incheon bridge applying this

methodology, it was verified to estimate a design ship collision load

efficiently without analyzing all the dynamic collision load model.

Key words : Ship collision load, Design load, Dynamic collision load

model, Dynamic response of bridge, Natural mode of vibration

Student Number : 2013-20925
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Introduction

1.1 Backgrounds

Bridges crossing navigable waterways can be collided by vessels such as

ships or barges. By vessel collision accidents, bridges can even be led to

total failure. Larsen (1993) reported that, for the past few decades

(1960-1991), there was a high record of vessel collision accident per year

worldwide. After his report, there have been additional vessel collision

accidents that caused fatalities. Chu (2010) summarized these bridge failures

due to vessel collisions with fatalities in addition to Larsen’s report as shown

in Table 1. This table shows that only one vessel collision accident can cause

even more than 100 fatalities. Therefore, it is important to prevent collapse of

bridge by vessel collision accidents.

When designing bridges crossing navigable waterways, it is necessary to

predict the ship collision load, which is defined as the force acting on the

colliding ship and the bridge during a collision event, to estimate the failure

of bridge by evaluating its response. The ship collision load can be described

by the dissipation of the kinetic energy carried by ship before collision. The

dissipation of the kinetic energy can be caused by both the colliding ship and

the collided bridge as shown in Figure 3.
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Bridge Name Year Fatalities

Severn River Railway Bridge, UK 1960 5

Lake Ponchartain Bridge, USA 1964 6

Sidney Lanier Bridge, USA 1972 10

Lake Ponchartain Bridge, USA 1974 3

Tasman Bridge, Australia 1975 15

Pass Manchac Bridge, USA 1976 1

Tjorn Bridge, Sweden 1980 8

Sunshine Skyway Bridge, USA 1980 35

Lorraine Pipeline Bridge, France 1982 7

Sentosa Aerial Tramway, Singapore 1983 7

Volga River Railroad Bridge, Russia 1983 176

Claiborn Avenue Bridge, USA 1993 1

CSX/Amtrak Railroad Bridge, USA 1993 44

Port Isabel, USA 2001 8

Webber-Falls Oklahoma, USA 2002 12

Jiujiang Bridge, China 2007 8

Table 1 Bridge failures due to vessel collisions with fatalities (Chu, 2010)
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Figure 1 Sunshine Skyway Bridge Collapse (USA, 1980)

Figure 2 Jiujiang Bridge Collapse (China, 2007)
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Figure 3 Dissipation of Kinetic Energy during Ship Collision

However, most of the kinetic energy is dissipated by colliding ships

because bridges are much heavier and stiffer than ships. Lim (2013)

conducted finite element collision analyses for various collision cases and

proved that more than 90 % of the total dissipated energy is caused by the

colliding ship. This dissipated energy by colliding ship occur due to the

indentation of the ship bow by collision load. The momentum of the colliding

ship decreases during collision due to the dissipation of its kinetic energy.

The magnitude of impulse of the ship collision load applied to the ship

during time  is same as the change of momentum of the ship. Because the

direction of collision load applied to the bridge is opposite from the direction

of collision load applied to the ship, the equation below can be used.

 




∆   

Where,  is the impulse of the ship collision load applied to the bridge,
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 is the momentum of colliding ship,  is ship mass,  is the impact

velocity, and  is the velocity of the colliding ship at time . The equation

below can be obtained by differentiating the equation above.

 







Where,  is the time history of the ship collision load,  is the

impulse of the ship collision load applied to the bridge,  is ship mass, 

is the impact velocity of the colliding ship, and  is the indentation of ship

bow. This equation means that the ship collision load is mainly affected by

parameters about the colliding ship such as ship’s mass, stiffness, and

colliding velocity.

The design load for ship collision used in AASHTO LRFD (2014) also

can be computed by parameters about the colliding ship such as ship size and

impact velocity. This design load is on the basis of ship collision tests

conducted by Woisin (1976) as shown in Figure 4. The design load is

applied to the bridge as an equivalent static collision load, which is load

averaged over time as shown in Figure 5. Because collision tests are

conducted dynamically, the influence of dynamic effects of ship itself is

included in the design load. However, if the ship collision load is applied to

the bridge statically, the dynamic response of the collided bridge is not

considered. Limitations of using static load are as follows. When the static

load is applied to the bridge, only a single mode of bridge response is

predicted regardless of the magnitude of static load and the deformation of

bridge by static load is only proportional to the magnitude of the load.
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Figure 4 Collision Tests by

Woisin (Svensson, 2009)

Figure 5 Schematic Representation of Time History of Ship Collision

Load from Collision Tests Conducted by Woisin and Gerlach (1970)
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However, the actual characteristic of the ship collision load is dynamic.

Because large magnitude of collision load is applied to bridges for only few

seconds, inertial force and damping force play an important role in behaviors

of bridges. Bridges are multi degree of freedom system so, many distinct

vibration modes can appear due to the inertial force and damping force. Some

of these vibration modes do not appear in static analysis so, the response of

bridge cannot be evaluated accurately. Furthermore, a large curvature of

bridge element can occur due to these vibration modes which can result in

dynamic amplification in the response of bridge. Therefore, the ship collision

load should be considered as a dynamic load.

Davidson (2010) conducted various cases of dynamic analyses to prove the

dynamic amplification of pier column internal forces due to barge-bridge

collision. Even though the maximum magnitude of collision load used in

dynamic analysis is the same as that used in static analysis, the response of

bridge in dynamic analysis is dramatically amplified by inertial force and

distinct vibration modes, which are not shown in static analysis. The

maximum pier column dynamic demands relative to static demands are shown

in Figure 6. One case shows that the ratio of the dynamic response to the

static response can be even more 20. This means that the response of bridge

by static design load can be underestimated and the dynamic design load

should be used to estimate the response of bridge.
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(a) shear

(b) moment

Figure 6 Maximum pier column dynamic demands relative to static demands

(Davidson, 2010)
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A time history of ship collision load is needed to conduct a dynamic

collision analysis. The accurate time history of ship collision load can be

determined by conducting physical collision tests. However, finite element

collision analyses are normally used to determine the accurate time history of

ship collision load due to its economical efficiency. It is needed to set up

each ship and bridge model considering multiple factors affecting ship

collision load such as colliding vessel, bridge, and collision circumstances.

The more complex finite element models are to guarantee the accuracy of the

analyses, the more time to analyze is needed. Furthermore, if the number of

collision case increases, time consumed to analyze become even longer.

Therefore, a dynamic ship collision load model is needed to simplify analyses

and reduce the analysis time.

Lim (2013) developed a dynamic collision load model. Time history of

ship collision load is mainly affected by parameters about the colliding ship

such as ship’s mass, stiffness, and colliding velocity because most of the

kinetic energy carried by colliding ship before collision is dissipated by the

indentation of ship bow as mentioned above. Therefore, the dynamic collision

load model should be able to describe the indentation procedure of colliding

ship. In this model, the bilinear model of ship stiffness is assumed according

to schematic representation of the time history of ship collision load from

collision tests conducted by Woisin (1970) as shown in Figure 7. This

describes three steps of energy dissipation and recovery process of a colliding

ship which are elastic deformation, perfectly plastic deformation, and elastic

restoration. Only three parameters - ship mass, impact velocity, and the

maximum collision load over time - are needed to set up the dynamic
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collision load model. After assuming a ship as a single degree of system

without damping, the time history of ship collision load presented by the

dynamic collision load model can be obtained by solving the equation of

motion.

Figure 7 Bilinear Model of Ship Stiffness (Lim, 2013)

However, in current design procedures such as AASHTO LRFD (2014),

mass and stiffness of colliding ship which are needed to use the dynamic

collision load model suggested by Lim (2013) are not defined. Instead, only

ship size, , which means the weight of cargo that a ship can carry

when fully loaded, and impact velocity are defined. Therefore, vast range of

ship collision load can be predicted by ship size and impact velocity. For

example, ship mass can vary according to ship type and loading status. Even

though if two different ships have the same mass, the maximum collision

load over time can be different by ship stiffness, which is affected by factors
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such as ship type, shape and structure of ship bow, and amount of ballast

water in the bow. By these reasons, the maximum collision load over time

and collision duration cannot be determined as a single value, even though

ship size and impact velocity are given. The problem is to choose a design

load among various collision load cases. To guarantee the safety of bridge,

design load for ship collision should be chosen as the worst case among

feasible candidates.

1.2 Research Objectives and Contents

In this research, feasible range of the dynamic collision load model is

determined. The range of the maximum collision load over time is defined

using the result of physical collision tests conducted by Woisin (1976) and

the range of ship mass is defined considering ship type and loading status

according to standard ship characteristics presented by AASHTO LRFD

(2014). If the feasible range of the dynamic collision load model is

determined, candidates of design load are found using participation factor of

the collided bridge element and shock spectrum of the dynamic collision load

model. Using participation factor, principal natural modes of vibration which

mainly affect the displacement of the collided bridge element in direction to

the ship collision are determined. Shock spectrum of the dynamic collision

load is used to find the total collision duration which can make each of these

vibration modes appear. Estimating the response of bridge according to each

of the candidate, design load is defined which can cause the maximum

response of bridge among several candidates of the design load.
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In chapter 2, the procedure to determine the design load of AASHTO

LRFD (2014) is described which is provided as a equivalent static load.

However, using a equivalent static load for ship collision, the dynamic

response of the bridge cannot be expected. Limitations of using equivalent

static load and mechanisms of dynamic amplification of bridge response are

described according to the research conducted by Davidson (2010)

In chapter 3, the procedure to determine the dynamic collision load model

suggested by Lim (2013) is described which is used as the time history of

ship collision load in this research. The dynamic collision load model is

determined by three parameters which are impact velocity, the maximum

collision load, and ship mass so, their values play an important role. However

in current provisions such as AASHTO LRFD (2014), only ship size and

impact velocity of colliding ship are provided so, various dynamic collision

load models can be expected.

In chapter 4, the feasible range of the dynamic collision load model is

defined using the result of physical collision tests conducted by Woisin (1976)

and standard ship characteristics according to ship type and loading status.

After the feasible range of dynamic collision load is defined, candidates of

design load are found using participation factor and shock spectrum. The

design load can be determined by applying each of the candidate to the

bridge and estimating the response of bridge. The dynamic collision load

model which can cause the maximum response of bridge is defined as a

design load in this research.
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In chapter 5, numerical examples using Incheon bridge are described.

Using the design ship and design impact velocity of Incheon bridge, the

design load of AASHTO LRFD (2014) and the design load using the

dynamic collision load model suggested in this research are compared.

In chapter 6, conclusion of this research based on the contents mentioned

above is described.
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Design Load of AASHTO LRFD

2.1 Estimation of Design Load

Design load of AASHTO LRFD (2014) for ship collision is mainly

developed from collision tests conducted by Woisin in 1967-1976 to protect

the reactors of nuclear powered ships from collisions with other ships. Woisin

(1976) carried out total 24 collision tests with 12 pairs of physical ship

models at scales 1:12 and 1:7.5. The elevation view of set-up for Woisin’s

ship model collision tests are shown in Figure 8. A schematic representation

of the time history of ship collision load obtained by collision tests is shown

in Figure 9. Because of the limitation on electronic measuring instrumentation

and vibration induced in the model test set-up, accurate time history of

collision load,  , was not evaluated by collision tests.

During an initial phase, collision load fluctuates dramatically for 0.1-0.2

sec. At that time the maximum collision load over time occurs which is

about twice than the mean collision load averaged over time,  . After the

initial phase, more or less constant collision load lasts for the remaining

duration. The maximum collision load over time was not chosen to be used

as a design load because its duration is too short to cause major problem to

the response of bridge. Instead, the concept of the mean collision load

averaged over time,  , is chosen to be used for a design load as an

equivalent static force for design against ship collision.
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Figure 8 Elevation View of Set-Up for Woisin’s Ship Model Collision Tests

at Howldtswerke-Deutsche Werft, Hamburg (Woisin, 1971)

Figure 9 Schematic Representation of Time History of Ship Collision Load

from Collision Tests Conducted by Woisin and Gerlach (1970)
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By dividing the ship’s initial kinetic energy,  , to be lost by the total

indentation of bow, , Woisin computed the mean collision load,  

averaged over the indentation of bow, . Typical plot of collision load and

energy corresponding to the indentation of bow is shown in Figure 10. In

addition, Woisin developed the relationship between the mean collision load

averaged over time,  , and the mean collision load averaged over the

indentation of ship bow,   as followed.

    

Using the relation above, the mean collision load averaged over time,

 , could be estimated in the collision tests

Figure 10 Collision Load, P, and Energy, E, in Relation to the Indentation

of Ship Bow, a (Woisin, 1971)
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From the data from Woisin’s collision tests, Saul and Svensseon (1980)

developed the basic equation, that accounts for the relation between the mean

collision load,   and ship size, . This equation is applicable to the

head-on ship collision with a rigid wall when the impact velocity is

approximately 16 knots.

   ±

Where the mean collision load,  , is in MN and the ship size, ,

is in tonne. This relation is shown in Figure 11.

Ship collision load is affected by ship size, ship type, shape and structure

of bow, amount of ballast water in the bow, and the impact velocity.

Therefore, the scatter exists in collision load even though the ship size and

impact velocity is determined. Woisin suggested that the scatter followed a

triangular probability density distribution within the limitation mentioned

above. With a subsequent review of the collision tests data conducted by

Woisin, a reduction factor for impact velocity is added in AASHTO LRFD

(2014) as follows.

    
 ±

Where the mean collision load,  , is in MN, the ship size, , is

in tonne, and impact velocity,  , in knots.
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Rather than using the ±   scatter, a single value for the collision load

is chosen to be used as a 70 % fractile of the distribution as shown in

Figure 12 for the following reasons. If the ship size, , of a design

vessel is given, the number of smaller ships with a collision load greater than

the 70 % fractile collision load would be approximately same as the number

of larger ships with a collision load less than the 70 % fractile collision load.

(Frandsen and Langso, 1980)

Using a 70 % fractile, the final equation used in AASHTO LRFD (2014)

as an equivalent static ship collision load,  , increases about 11 % than the

mean collision load as follows.

   
 

Where the 70 % fractile collision load is designated,  , with the units

of MN, and the impact velocity,  , is in knots.

The final equation does not contain a reduction factor for the ballasted or

partly loaded ship even though ship mass is one of the important parameter

affecting collision load. Woisin suggested that the reduction of collision load

occurred by reduced ship mass can be offset by the increasing of collision

load occurred by increased ship stiffness induced by water ballast carried in

ship bow. The incompressibility characteristic of water filling the bow of

ballasted or partly loaded ship increases ship stiffness which results in

increased collision load. Therefore the final equation can be applicable to the

ship with any loading status.
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Figure 11 Mean Collision Load,   (Frandsen and Langso, 1980)

Figure 12 Probability Density Function of Collision Load

showing 70 % Fractile Used for  (Frandse and Lango, 1980)
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2.2 Limitation of Static Load

In a real case of ship collision with bridge, ship collision load is not

applied as static at all. On the other hand, ship collision on bridge lasts about

a few seconds depending on a collision case and its characteristic is quite

dynamic. Several time histories of ship collision load derived from finite

element collision analyses for various collision cases conducted by Lim (2013)

are shown in Figure 13. Therefore, the dynamic effect occurred in bridge

element should not be ignored.

The internal force according to analysis method play an essential part in

the response of bridge. In static analysis, the internal force of collided bridge

includes only the restoring force induced by bridge stiffness. The response of

bridge by static load is only proportional to the magnitude of collision load.

In dynamic analysis, however, the internal force of collided bridge includes

not only the restoring force induced by bridge stiffness, but also the inertial

force induced by bridge mass. Due to the difference of appearing internal

force, distinct vibration modes can appear in dynamic analysis. The response

of bridge in dynamic analysis can be expressed as the superposition of these

modes. Because of the vibration, some bridge elements which don’t contribute

to resistance force in static analysis can increase its internal force. If a time

history analysis is conducted, the direction of internal force of bridge elements

can convert according to appearing vibration modes. Therefore, using static

load as an design load for ship collision cannot describe the bridge vibration

at all. The Comparison of the response of bridge for each analysis method is

shown in Figure 14.
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Figure 13 Time history of ship collision load

for various collision cases (Lim, 2013)

(a) Static Analysis (b) Dynamic Analysis

Figure 14 Comparison of response of bridge according to analysis method
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Davidson (2010) conducted dynamic time history analyses to verify

dynamic amplification of pier column internal forces due to barge-bridge

collision. Barges with various mass and impact velocity are modelled as

nonlinear single degree of freedom system. Total 15 bridges are modelled as

one-pier, two-span respectively. Dynamic and static analyses are conducted

simultaneously with the same magnitude of collision load. By analyzing

various collision cases, mechanisms to amplify the response of bridge are

verified. The relative displacement between superstructure and collided bridge

element determines the response of pier column.

In static analysis, collision load flows into superstructure and foundation

satisfying static equilibrium. The magnitude of internal force in the

superstructure is smaller than that in the foundation because the foundation is

relatively stiffer than the superstructure and pier column is not stiff enough to

transfer collision load to superstructure. As a result the displacement in

foundation level increases in proportion to height of pier column with little

column curvature.

In dynamic analysis, however, the inertial force occurs induced by

superstructure mass to resist the acceleration of pier top along with internal

force induced by stiffness. During the displacement of pier top element is

resisted in initial phase by these two forces together, the displacement of

collided element of bridge exceeds it with larger column curvature relative to

static analysis. The relative displacement between top and bottom of pier

column increases and the response of bridge is amplified than static analysis

with distinct vibration modes from static analysis as shown in Figure 15
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Figure 15 Comparison of the response of bridge

according to analysis method (Davidson, 2010)
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Dynamic Collision Load Model

Collision simulation using finite element ship and bridge models is one of

the recent research to obtain the accurate time history of collision load.

However, this approach needs a lot of time to build finite element models for

ship and bridge. Even though accurate finite element models are produced,

analyzing all collision cases in dynamic sense is not simple at all. Therefore

a dynamic collision load model is needed which can describe the behavior of

colliding ship based on the relation between the collision load and the

indentation of ship bow.

3.1 Development of Dynamic Collision Load Model

Lim (2013) developed an dynamic collision load model using bilinear

model of ship stiffness. The time history of ship collision load can be

described by the dissipation of kinetic energy which is determined by mass,

impact velocity of colliding vessel. The energy carried by colliding ship is

mainly dissipated by the indentation of ship bow because the collided bridge

is much heavier and stiffer than the ship. Therefore the time history of ship

collision load is fully affected by ship stiffness which is the relation between

collision load and indentation of colliding ship bow.

In the dynamic collision load model suggested by Lim (2013), ship

stiffness is assumed to be bilinear, based on the collision tests conducted by
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Woisin (1971). Figure 16 This assumption also underlie the design load used

in AASHTO LRFD (2014). Because collision tests are conducted for head-on

ship collision, this dynamic collision load model describes the head-on ship

collision load. The dramatic fluctuation of collision load during initial phase is

simplified as linear because it is considered not to contribute much to the

response of bridge due to its short duration. The maximum collision load,

max , in the load model should be determined as a reasonable value, such as

the results of finite element collision analyses or the design load from

AASHTO LRFD (2014).

Figure 16 Bilinear model of ship stiffness (Lim, 2013)
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The bilinear model of ship stiffness describes three steps of energy

dissipation procedure of colliding vessel - elastic deformation(    ),

perfectly plastic deformation(   max ), elastic restoration

(max     max ). In first two steps, the kinetic energy carried by

colliding ship is dissipated until the ship stops. Total dissipated strain energy

by the indentation of ship bow,  , can be calculated as follows.

  maxmax  


max

If the ratio of dissipated energy by the indentation of ship bow,  , to

initial kinetic energy of ship before collision, 

  , is defined as  , 

also can be calculated as follows.

  


 

Where,  is ship mass,  is impact velocity of colliding ship.

When calculating the ship mass, , hydrodynamic mass, the mass of

water surrounding and moving with the ship, should be considered due to its

inertia force. AASHTO LRFD (2014) present the hydrodynamic mass

coefficient,  , to be multiplied to the ship mass for the ship moving in a

straight forward motion. For large underkeel clearances (≥ ×Draft),  is

defined as 1.05 and for small underkeel clearances (≤ ×Draft),  is

defined as 1.25. Where, the underkeel clearance is the distance between the

bottom of a ship and the bottom of the waterway.  for underkeel
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clearances between the large and small limits discussed above may be

estimated by interpolating.

In the case of ship collision with bridge, most of the kinetic energy

carried by ship before collision is dissipated by the indentation of ship bow

because bridge is much heavier and stiffer than ship. As a result of analyses

of various finite element ship collision with bridge cases, Lim (2013)

recommended to use  as 1. Because, in most cases, more than 90% of the

total dissipated energy is caused by the indentation of ship bow as shown in

Table 2. Using this value, the maximum collision load, max , can be

estimated more conservative than the real collision case.

Ship size

()
 () 


  ()  ()  (%)

20,000
3.0 117.298 105.614 90.038

5.0 325.827 302.304 92.780

50,000
3.0 282.141 260.086 92.182

5.0 783.865 720.670 91.987

100,000
3.0 560.410 509.099 90.844

5.0 1,556.645 1,374.780 88.316

Average 91.016

Table 2 Ratio of dissipated energy by indentation of ship bow to initial

kinetic energy of ship before collision for various collision cases (Lim, 2013)

The maximum indentation of ship bow, max , can be calculated using the

relation between the maximum collision load, max , and total dissipated strain

energy by the indentation of ship bow,  , as follows.
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max  max



In AASHTO LRFD (2014),  is chosen to be used as 1.54.

The indentation of ship bow during elastic deformation phase,  , can be

calculated as follows using three equations above.

   max

 

Then the linear stiffness,  , and natural frequency,  , during elastic

deformation phase can be calculated respectively as follows.

 

max

  
max



 





 

max

It is no wonder that the linear stiffness,  , during perfectly plastic

deformation phase is 0. If the ratio of restored energy during elastic

restoration phase, 

max , to total dissipated strain energy by the

indentation of ship bow,  , is defined as , the restored displacement of

ship bow during elastic restoration phase,  , can be calculated as follows.

 max


max
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Then the linear stiffness,  , and natural frequency,  , during elastic

restoration phase can be calculated respectively as follows.

 

max

 
max



 







max

By averaging the results of analyses for various finite element ship

collision with bridge cases, Lim (2013) recommended to use  as 0.03 as

shown in Table 3.

Ship size

()
 ()  ()

Restored

Energy ()
 (%)

20,000
3.0 105.614 3.732 3.533

5.0 302.304 6.754 2.234

50,000
3.0 260.086 9.377 3.605

5.0 720.670 13.493 1.872

100,000
3.0 509.099 18.765 3.685

5.0 1,374.780 32.420 2.358

Average 2.882

Table 3 Ratio of restored energy during elastic restoration phase to total dissipated

strain energy by the indentation of bow for various collision cases (Lim, 2013)

Solving the equation of motion for the colliding ship below for each

phase, time history of ship collision load, the dynamic collision load model,

is defined. The linear stiffness for each phase can be used and damping force

is neglected.
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Here,   ,    is applied as an initial value. The term  in

the equation of motion is the collision load applied to the ship. Because of

the principal of action and reaction, the same magnitude of collision load is

also applied to the bridge with opposite direction. Therefore, if the indentation

of ship bow about time, , is calculated through the equation of motion,

the time history of ship collision load is determined as follows.

  

The final equation for the dynamic collision load model is produced as

follows.

 









 

max
sin 

max
 for    

max for    

max cos 
max

  for    

Duration for each phase is calculated as follows.

     max



    cosarcsin  max
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max



Where,  is ship mass considering hydrodynamic mass,  is impact

velocity of colliding ship, and max is the maximum collision load.  , ,

and  are constant value defined as 1, 1.54, 0.03 respectively.

Variables needed to produce the dynamic collision load model are only

ship mass, , impact velocity of colliding ship,  , the maximum collision

load, max . The other terms are constant defined as single values. Therefore

if these three parameters are defined, only one dynamic collision load model

is defined. An example of dynamic collision load model is shown in Figure

17.

Figure 17 Example of dynamic collision load model

suggested by Lim (2013)
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Characteristics of the dynamic collision load model in the view point of

dynamics are as follows. The momentum for the colliding ship with mass, ,

and impact velocity  is defined as  . Colliding with the bridge, the ship

collision load is applied to the ship and finally ship stops at time  . This

means that the impulse of the dynamic collision load model during the time

from 0 to time  is same as the momentum for the colliding ship,  . The

ship restores constant ratio, , of energy among of total dissipated strain

energy by the indentation of ship bow,  as kinetic energy. Because the

ship collision load is applied to the ship in the reverse direction of colliding,

the rebounding velocity of the ship by the restored kinetic energy is 

under the assumption that the ship mass is not changed during the collision.

Therefore, the impulse of the time history of ship collision load presented by

the dynamic collision load model during the total collision duration,  is

  .

Another characteristics of the dynamic collision load model is that its

figure is always maintained regardless of using any value for ship mass, ,

impact velocity,  , the maximum collision load, max . For example, the

value in the sine term during the elastic deformation phase (    ),

 

max
, increases from 0 to arcsin   . Therefore

the time history of ship collision load during the elastic deformation phase is

always presented as 0.13 period of sine function. In the same way, the value

in the cosine term during the perfectly plastic deformation phase (    ),

 

max
 , increases from 0 to  . Therefore the time history of ship
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collision load during the perfectly plastic deformation phase is always

presented as a quarter period of cosine function. Furthermore, because each

duration for three phases is presented by three constant terms, ,  , , the

ratio of each duration for three phases are maintained as

  arcsin  :cosarcsin  :

 . These mean

that if the maximum collision load max and the total collision duration, 

are defined, only one dynamic collision load model can be produced. By

using this characteristic, each time history of ship collision load in Figure 18

can be expressed by a point as shown in Figure 19 changing its x and y

axises by the total collision duration,  , and the maximum collision load,

max respectively.

Figure 18 Various cases of dynamic collision load model using

collision load and time axis
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Figure 19 Various cases of dynamic collision load model using maximum

collision load and total collision duration axis

3.2 Uncertainty of Parameters

To produce the dynamic collision load model suggested by Lim (2013),

ship mass, , impact velocity,  , the maximum collision load, max are

needed. In the real design procedure such as AASHTO LRFD (2014),

however, only ship size for the design ship defined by DWT and design

impact velocity are given instead of these parameters. Therefore, there is a

problem left to choose values for two parameters, the maximum collision

load, max , ship mass, , even though impact velocity,  is determined by

design impact velocity.

For ships having identical ship mass, , and impact velocity,  , various

cases of the dynamic collision load model can be produced due to the

uncertainty of the value for the maximum collision load, max . The impulse
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of the time history of ship collision load presented by the dynamic collision

load model during the total collision duration,  is  considering

the restored energy during the perfectly plastic deformation phase. Therefore,

ships having identical ship mass, , and impact velocity,  , give the same

magnitude of impulse to the dynamic collision load model. However, by the

uncertainty of the value for the maximum collision load, max , the dynamic

collision load model can exist in the range of infinite line as shown in Figure

20.

Figure 20 Range of dynamic collision load models having identical

magnitude of impulse considering uncertainty of maximum collision load
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Considering the uncertainty of ship mass, , for ships having identical

ship size, , the range of the dynamic collision load model are expanded.

DWT presenting the ship size is the abbreviation for deadweight tonnage,

meaning weight of cargo, fuel, water and stores necessary to submerge a ship

from its light draft to its loaded draft. This tonnage should not be confused

with the weight of the ship. The weight of the ship including fuel, stores,

cargo, etc. is defined as displacement tonnage, . Especially, displacement

tonnage for the ship with completely empty status is defined as the light

displacement,  , and displacement tonnage for the ship floating at its

deepest possible draft is defined as the loaded displacement,  . These

means that the ship mass, , for ships with the identical ship size, ,

has uncertainty due to ship type. Even though ship type is same, ship mass,

, has uncertainty due to loading status.

Because the impulse of the dynamic collision load model during the total

collision duration,  is   , it is proportional to the ship mass,  for

the ships with identical impact velocity,  . Therefore, if the ship size, ,

and impact velocity,  are given, the range of the dynamic collision load

model considering uncertainty of ship mass, , in addition to that of the

maximum collision load is expanded more. Finally the dynamic collision load

model can exist in the range of infinite area as shown in Figure 21.
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Figure 21 Range of dynamic collision load models

considering uncertainty of maximum collision load and ship mass

The problem is to choose a design load along various cases of dynamic

collision load model laid in the range of infinite area. However, if the range

of parameters affecting the dynamic collision load model, the maximum

collision load, max , and ship mass,  are expected in limited range

respectively, the range of the dynamic collision load model laid in infinite

area will shrink into limited range of area. In this research, the design load

for given design ship and design impact velocity will be defined as the worst

case that causes the maximum response of the bridge among those cases of

dynamic collision load model.
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Estimation of Design Load

4.1 Feasible Range of Collision Load

4.1.1 Limitation of Maximum Collision Load

The result of collision tests conducted by Woisin (1976) shows that the

magnitude of the ship collision load is affected by various parameters such as

ship size, , impact velocity,  , ship type, shape and structure of bow,

amount of ballast water in the bow. Therefore, though ship size,  , and

impact velocity,  , are identical, the scatter of ± for the maximum

collision load, max exists. If the center of the scatter is defined as the mean

collision load, max , its value can be determined by the result of collision

tests conducted by Woisin (1976) as follows.

max  
 

Where the mean collision load, max , is in MN, the ship size, , is

in tonne, and impact velocity,  , in knots. Because the mean collision load,

max , means a 50 % fractile of the distribution for the scatter, it should not

be confused with the design load used in AASHTO LRFD (2014) which

means a 70 % fractile of the distribution.
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According to AASHTO LRFD (2014), Woisin suggested that the scatter

can be applicable regardless of any value the ship mass, . Because the

reduction of collision load occurred by reduced ship mass can be offset by

the increasing of collision load occurred by increased ship stiffness induced

by water ballast carried in ship bow. Following Woisin’s suggestion, if the

ship size,  , and impact velocity,  are given, Equation 22 can be used

for any loading status. Therefore, the lower bound of the maximum collision

load, max , and the upper bound of the maximum collision load,

max , can be defined respectively as follows.

max  
max  

 

max  
max  

 

Where the each boundary of the maximum ship collision load, max

and max is in MN, the ship size, , is in tonne, and impact

velocity,  , in knots. Using these boundaries, the range for the dynamic

collision load model for ships with identical ship mass, , and impact

velocity,  , laid in the infinite range of line shown in Figure 20 will shrink

into finite range of line as shown in Figure 22.
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Figure 22 Feasible range of dynamic collision load models having identical

magnitude of impulse considering limitation of maximum collision load

4.1.2 Limitation of Ship Mass

Because ship mass, , is affected by ship type and loading status, ships

with identical ship size, , have uncertainty of ship mass, . AASHTO

LRFD (2014) provides ship mass,  for ballasted and fully loaded status for

each ship type as shown in Table 4, 5, 6. Three broad classes of bulk

carriers, product carriers/tankers, and freighter/container vessels covering the

majority of ships using U.S. Waterways are presented. Special ships such as

passenger ships, LASH vessels, LNG carriers, and naval vessels are not

included in the data. Each row presented in tables shows the ship mass, ,

according to its ship type, ship size, and loading status. Ballasted

displacement,  , means the minimum ship mass and fully loaded

displacement,  means the maximum ship mass.
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Using ship mass according to loading status shown in Table 4, 5, 6, the

lower bound and upper bound for ship mass when the ship size, , is

given can be determined. In this research, it is assumed that any type and

size of ship among 14 kinds of bulk carrier, 15 kinds of product

carrier/tanker, and 13 kinds of freighter/container presented in Table 4, 5, 6

has same probability to collide into the bridge. By averaging the ratio of the

ship mass according to loading status to ship size, , for total 42 types

of ships, the lower bound of ship mass, , and the upper bound of

ship mass,  for a given ship size,  , are determined. The ship

mass, , for ballasted status is about 49 % of ship size, . The ship

mass,  for fully loaded status is about 134 % of ship size,  . Using

this ratio, the lower bound and the upper bound for ship mass, , can be

defined respectively as follows. Here, the hydrodynamic mass coefficient,  ,

is added to the equation to consider the hydrodynamic mass.

  

  

Where each boundary of ship mass,  and  are in tonnes,

the ship size,  , is in tonnes. These equations are applicable for ships

with any ship type and ship size, . Using these boundaries, the range

for the dynamic collision load model for ships with identical ship size, ,

and impact velocity,  , laid in the infinite range of are shown in Figure 21

will shrink into finite range of area as shown in Figure 23.
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Ship DWT

(tonnes)

Ballasted Ship Fully Loaded Ship

Displacement

 (tonnes)



(%)

Displacement

 , tonnes



(%)

1,000 600 60 1,500 150

3,000 1,600 53 4,200 140

5,000 2,600 52 6,800 136

10,000 4,900 49 13,100 131

15,000 7,200 48 19,300 129

20,000 9,600 48 25,500 128

25,000 11,800 47 31,500 126

30,000 14,100 47 37,500 125

40,000 18,500 46 49,400 124

50,000 22,900 46 61,100 122

60,000 27,300 46 72,800 121

80,000 35,900 45 95,800 120

100,000 44,500 45 118,600 119

150,000 65,500 44 174,700 116

Table 4 Typical Bulk Carrier Ship Displacement according to

Loading Status
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Ship DWT

(tonnes)

Ballasted Ship Fully Loaded Ship

Displacement

 (tonnes)



(%)

Displacement

 , tonnes



(%)

1,000 500 50 1,400 140

3,000 1,500 50 4,100 137

5,000 2,500 50 6,700 134

10,000 4,900 49 13,000 130

15,000 7,200 48 19,300 129

20,000 9,500 48 25,400 127

25,000 11,800 47 31,500 126

30,000 14,100 47 37,500 125

40,000 18,600 47 49,500 124

50,000 23,000 46 61,400 123

60,000 27,500 46 73,200 122

80,000 36,200 45 96,500 121

100,000 44,900 45 119,700 120

120,000 53,500 45 142,600 119

150,000 66,300 44 176,800 118

Table 5 Typical Product Carrier/Tanker Ship Displacement according to

Loading Status
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Ship DWT

(tonnes)

Ballasted Ship Fully Loaded Ship

Displacement

 (tonnes)



(%)

Displacement

 , tonnes



(%)

1,000 500 50 1,400 140

3,000 1,600 53 4,200 140

5,000 2,600 52 7,000 140

7,000 3,600 51 9,700 139

10,000 5,200 52 13,800 138

12,000 6,000 50 16,600 138

16,000 9,300 58 24,800 155

20,000 11,850 59 31,600 158

24,000 13,800 58 36,700 153

27,000 15,800 59 42,200 156

33,000 19,400 59 51,600 165

49,700 28,900 38 77,000 155

54,500 31,700 58 84,500 155

Table 6 Typical Product Carrier/Tanker Ship Displacement according to

Loading Status
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Figure 23 Feasible range of dynamic collision load models

considering limitation of maximum collision load and ship mass

If the range of the dynamic collision load is defined in finite area, the

feasible range of the total collision duration,  , is defined using Figure 23.

The lower bound of the total collision duration,   , is defined as the

total collision duration,  of the dynamic collision load model having the

upper bound of the maximum collision load, max , and the lower bound

of ship mass,  simultaneously. The upper bound of the total collision

duration,   , is defined as the total collision duration,  of the dynamic

collision load model having the lower bound of the maximum collision load,

max , and the upper bound of ship mass,  simultaneously.
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Until now, the feasible range of the dynamic collision load for given ship

size, , and impact velocity,  , is defined. However, the problem to

choose an design load among these collision loads which can cause the

maximum response of bridge to assume the worst collision case is still left.

4.1.3 Collision Load having Identical Total Collision Duration

One of the characteristics of the dynamic collision load model is that its

figure is always maintained regardless of using any value for ship mass, ,

impact velocity,  , the maximum collision load, max so an unique time

history of ship collision load can be defined by only two parameters, the

maximum collision load, max , and the total collision duration,  . Therefore,

dynamic collision load models with identical total collision duration,  has

similar dynamic characteristics so the larger maximum collision load, max , is

applied to the bridge, the larger response of the bridge due to these collision

loads occurs. Using this principle, the feasible range for the dynamic collision

load laid in finite range of area as shown in Figure 23 shrink into finite

range of line as shown in Figure 24.

After choosing the maximum collision load, max , as larger as possible,

the relation between the maximum collision load, max , and the total collision

duration,  become a one-to-one correspondence for all possible set of

dynamic collision load model. This means that if the value for the total

collision duration,  , is selected, the value for the maximum collision load,

max , is defined simultaneously. Therefore, the only thing left to choose a
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design load for the feasible range of dynamic collision load model is finding

the special total collision duration,  which can amplify the response of

bridge. Because the range of the total collision duration,  , is limited by its

lower and upper bound, several candidates for the total collision duration, 

of the design load would be determined.

Figure 24 Feasible range of dynamic collision load models

considering response of bridge
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4.2 Amplification of Dynamic Response

4.2.1 Principal Natural Modes of Vibration

Davidson (2010) conducted dynamic time history analyses for various

collision cases and found the mechanism of dynamic amplification of pier

column internal force due to barge-bridge collision. The relative displacement

between superstructure and collided bridge element cause large curvature of

pier column so, it is the main reason of the dynamic amplification of pier

column internal force. When the time history of ship collision load presented

by the dynamic collision load model is applied to some elements of the

bridge like pile cap, collided elements have large displacement to the direction

of collision at initial phase. However, displacement of the top of the pier is

relatively small because not only internal force induced by stiffness but also

the inertial force induced by superstructure mass resisting the acceleration of

pier top exist. As a result, the relative displacement between the top of the

pier and collided element in initial phase of collision which determines the

response of bridge pier is mainly affected by the initial displacement of the

collided element of bridge as shown in Figure 25.
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Figure 25 Response of bridge at initial phase of collision

When the ship size, , and impact velocity,  , are given, the feasible

range of dynamic collision load model is determined and the lower and upper

bound of the total collision duration,  are also defined. One single value for

the maximum collision load, max , is defined for each of the total collision

duration,  , by using the value for the maximum collision load, max as

larger as possible. Therefore, some candidates for the design load can be

determined by using the special total collision duration,  , which can amplify

the displacement of collided elements causing large response of the bridge

and the corresponding maximum collision load, max .
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The response of bridge in dynamic analysis can be expressed as the

superposition of natural modes of vibration. A natural mode of vibration is

expressed as a modal matrix presenting the natural mode shape of vibration.

Each natural mode of vibration does not participate in the response of bridge

equally. A measure of the degree to which the  mode participates in the

response is defined as a modal participation factor. However, it is not

reasonable way to use a natural mode of vibration having large modal

participation factor as a principal natural mode of vibration causing large

displacement of the collided elements. Because some natural modes of

vibration which are irrelevant to the vibration of the collided elements can

exist. Therefore, the principal natural mode of vibration causing large

displacement of the collided elements should be determined considering natural

mode shape of vibration to do with the vibration of collided elements in

addition to modal participation factor.

In this research the participation factor which is defined as the product of

modal participation factor of the  natural mode of vibration and natural

mode shape of the very mode for the collided elements in direction to the

ship collision is used to determine the principal natural mode of vibration.

The reason is that if a natural mode of vibration having large participation

factor appear, a large magnitude of vibration in direction to the ship collision

can occur. After choosing some principal natural modes of vibration, finding

the special total collision duration,  , which can make the principal natural

mode of vibration appear is the only problem left.
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4.2.2 Total Collision Duration of Design Load

If the behavior of the bridge collided by ship is limited to linear elasticity

and damping of bridge can be neglected due to its short duration of vibration,

collided elements of bridge can be assumed as a single degree of freedom

system connected to a linear spring as shown in Figure 26.

Figure 26 Single degree of freedom assumption for bridge

The dynamic collision load model is a kind of pulse. The maximum

response of the SDF system connected to a linear spring by pulse having a

certain shape is usually defined by deformation response factor,  .

Deformation response factor,  is the ratio of the maximum displacement by

dynamic load,  , to the maximum displacement by static load of which

magnitude is same as the maximum collision load of the dynamic load,  

as follow.
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Because the maximum displacement by dynamic load can occur during the

forced vibration phase and the free vibration phase, these two phases should

be considered to determine the overall maximum response. The overall

maximum response is expressed as a function of the ratio of the total

collision duration,  to natural period of the system,  and this relation is

defined as a shock spectrum. A shock spectrum is affected by the shape of

pulse. The shock spectrum for the dynamic collision load model is shown in

Figure 27.

Figure 27 Shock spectrum of dynamic collision load model

The shock spectrum for the dynamic collision load model shows that the

overall maximum displacement of the system occur when the ratio of the

total collision load,  , to the natural period of the system,  , become 0.66.

From 4.2.1, the principal natural mode of vibration causing large displacement
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of the collided elements is determined. If the natural period of  principal

mode is defined as  , the total collision duration making the  principal

mode appear,   is defined as follows.

    

The candidate of the design load presented by the dynamic collision load

model can be determined using this total collision duration,  , and

corresponding the maximum collision load, max . However, the real bridge

consists of a lot of DOF and a lot of natural periods can be defined for one

real bridge. Therefore, the total collision duration,   of the candidate of

design load can exist out of the feasible range. These total collision durations

should not be considered when determining the candidate of design load.

Then the final candidate of the design load is defined as shown in Figure 28.

After the total collision duration,   for the final candidate of the design

load is defined, some sets of final candidates of design load is determined.

The next step is to analyze the time history analysis using these final

candidates of design load In addition to boundaries of the total collision

duration,  , the lower bound of the total collision duration,   and the

upper bound of the total collision duration,   . The design load for the

given ship size, , and the impact velocity,  is determined as the

dynamic collision load model causing the maximum response of bridge among

them.
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Figure 28 Candidates of design load among feasible range of collision load
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Numerical Examples

5.1 Analysis Condition

5.1.1 Bridge and Ship

Incheon bridge which is a cable-stayed bridge having 800 m main span is

used for the analysis. Two diamond-shaped concrete pylon with 225.5 m

height are laid symmetrically at the end of the main span and its foundation

is made of cast-in-place concrete pile foundation with 3.0 m diameter. The

waterway of Incheon bridge is made of two-way navigable channel under the

main span. The size of the design ship is 100,000  and the design

impact velocity is 10 (   ). This values are used for the ship

size, , and impact velocity,  which are needed to make the dynamic

collision load model suggested by Lim(2013).

Incheon bridge modelled in MIDAS Civil 2014 is used for the analysis.

This model is actually used to design Incheon bridge. In this model, cables

are modelled as truss element while the other elements are modelled as beam

element. The foundation of the bridge is modelled as an equivalent nonlinear

spring. The full size model of Incheon bridge is shown in Figure 29. Load

combination as follow is used which is based on Extreme Event II Load

Combination from AASHTO LRFD (2014)
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Where, DL is dead load accounting for the weight of the bridge,  is

live load accounting for the weight of moving cars,  is water load, and

 is the ship collision load presented by the dynamic collision load model.

Here, water load is not included in the analysis because its magnitude is too

small to affect the response of bridge collided by ship. Dynamic analyses are

conducted by using mode superposition method assuming that behaviors of

bridges are limited in linear elasticity. The value for the damping ratio is

used as 5 % because the bridge is made of concrete.

Figure 29 Incheon bridge model used in analysis

5.1.2 Loading Condition

It is assumed that head on ship collision events occur at the center of the

pylon located in east side by ships of which impact velocity is defined as the

design impact velocity and size is same as that of the design ship. Two kinds
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of ship collision loads - design load of AASHTO LRFD (2014), dynamic

collision load model considering feasible range of ship mass, , and the

maximum collision load, max - had been used in the analyses.

(1) Design Load of AASHTO LRFD

Design load in AASHTO LRFD (2014) for ship collision which is given

as an equivalent static load can be computed if the ship size, , and

impact velocity,  are given. Considering the design ship and design impact

velocity, the ship size ship size and impact velocity can be used as 100,000

 and 5.14  respectively and the design load of AASHTO LRFD

(2014) are computed as 193.69  .

(2) Dynamic Collision Load Model

Three parameters the maximum collision load, max , impact velocity,

 , and ship mass,  - are needed to use the dynamic collision load model

suggested by Lim(). In this research, feasible range of these parameters is

defined as follow. When the ship size and the impact velocity are given, the

lower and upper bound of the maximum collision load, max , can be

calculated as 86.96  and 260.89  respectively using Equation 23, 24

which are based on the result of collision tests conducted by Woisin(1976).

Ship mass can vary according to the ship type and loading stats. Using

Equation 25, 26, the lower bound and upper bound of the ship mass,  can
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be calculated as 52,500 tonne and 141,750 tonne. Here, the hydrodynamic

mass coefficient,  , which is used to consider the mass of water

surrounding and moving with the ship, is used as 1.05. Because Incheon

bridge is located in the sea waterways, it is assumed that the underkeel

clearance of ship is larger than the half of its draft . If the range of the

maximum collision load, max and ship mass,  is defined, the feasible

range of the dynamic collision load is defined as shown in Figure 30. Here,

the assumption of the dynamic collision load model that the impulse of the

dynamic collision load model for the colliding ship with ship mass, , and

impact velocity,  , is defined as   is adapted.

Figure 30 Feasible range of dynamic collision load models

(100,000 DWT, 5.14 m/s)
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The range of the total collision duration,  is defined using Figure 30.

The lower and upper bound of the total collision duration, is defined as 1.7

sec and 13.0 sec respectively. In this research, the design load is defined as

the dynamic collision load model which can cause the maximum response of

bridge among those laid in the feasible range. Therefore, the maximum

collision load, max for the dynamic collision load models with same total

collision duration,  should be used as large as possible then, the feasible

range of dynamic collision load model is defined as shown in Figure 31.

Among those dynamic collision load models, the candidate of the design load

can be found using participation factor and shock spectrum and the design

load is defined by applying each of the candidate to the bridge and

estimating its response.

Figure 31 Feasible range of dynamic collision load models

considering response of bridge (100,000 DWT, 5.14 m/s)
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Using the mechanism of amplification of the response of bridge by

dynamic collision load suggested by Davidson (2010), the dynamic response

of bridge is mainly affected by the displacement of collided bridge elements

in direction to the ship collision. The displacement of collided bridge element

is expressed as the superposition of natural modes of vibration if behaviors of

bridge is limited in linear elasticity. Considering modal participation factor and

natural mode shape of vibration simultaneously, participation factor of the

collided bridge elements is used to find the principal natural modes of

vibration. Participation factors of Incheon bridge for the collided element are

shown in Table 7. The more participation factor is, the more participation of

each mode exists for displacement of the collided element.  ,  ,  , and

 natural modes of vibration are chosen to be used as principal natural

modes of vibration in this research. Because the participation factor is only

affected by the collided bridge element, these principal natural modes of

vibration can be used with regardless of the colliding ship.

No. Mode P.F

1 30 0.42

2 5 0.23

3 6 0.22

4 17 0.12

5 42 0.03

... ... ...

Table 7 Participation Factor of collided element
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According to the shock spectrum of the dynamic collision load model,

each of the principal natural mode appears if the ratio of the total collision

duration,  to the natural period of the mode becomes 0.66. The total

collision duration,  making the principal natural modes appear can be

calculated as shown in Table 8.

Mode  (sec)  (sec)

30 1.3 0.9

17 1.8 1.2

6 2.8 1.8

5 3.0 `2.0

Table 8 Total collision duration which can make

principal natural modes of vibration appear

Using the feasible range of the total collision duration,  mentioned

above, it can be assumed that the  mode of natural vibration cannot

occur. The maximum collision load, max corresponding to these total

collision duration can be found using the feasible range of dynamic collision

load model shown in Figure 31. The total collision duration,  , and

corresponding maximum collision load, max of the dynamic collision load

model for the final candidate of the design load are summarized in Table 9.

Here, the lower bound of the total collision duration,   and the upper

bound of the total collision duration,   is considered as a boundary

condition.
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No. max (MN)  (sec)

1 260.89 1.7

2 260.89 1.8

3 260.89 2.0

4 86.96 13.0

Table 9 Candidates of design load

(100,000 DWT, 5.14 m/s)

The time history of each candidate of the design load is shown in Figure

32.

Figure 32 Time history of each candidate of design load

(100,000 DWT, 5.14 m/s)
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The design load for given ship size and impact velocity is defined as the

dynamic collision load model which can cause the maximum response of

bridge among these candidates.

To analyze various collision cases, the ship having its ship size and

impact velocity as 50,000 , and 5.14  is considered. The feasible

range of the dynamic collision load model for this case can be found using

the same procedure mentioned above as shown in Figure 33. The final

candidate of the design load for this case is summarized in Table 10 and the

time history of each cases are shown in Figure 34.

Figure 33 Feasible range of dynamic collision load models

considering response of bridge (50,000 DWT, 5.14 m/s)
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No. max (MN)  (sec)

1 184.45 1.2

2 184.45 1.8

3 184.45 2.0

4 61.70 9.2

Table 10 Candidates of design load

(100,000 DWT, 5.14 m/s)

Figure 34 Time history of each candidate of design load

(50,000 DWT, 5.14 m/s)
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5.2 Results

In the previous research on the response of Incheon bridge by dynamic

collision load model conducted by Lim (2013), the maximum moment

response occur at the bottom of the pylon which is shown in Figure 35. This

section is chosen as a critical section in this research and the axial force and

moment of this section are observed for various load cases. For the dynamic

collision load, the maximum response over time is presented.

Figure 35 Critical section of Incheon Bridge
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5.2.1 Comparison with Equivalent Static Load

To estimate the range of the response of bridge by feasible range of

dynamic collision load models, dynamic collision load models with the total

collision duration,  from its lower bound to upper bound with 0.1 sec

interval are used in analyses. The axial force and moment at the critical

section by collision load of ships with 50,000 DWT and 100,000 DWT are

shown on Figure 36, 37 respectively using P-M interaction diagram. Each

point in P-M interaction diagram represent the response at the critical section

for each collision load case. For the response of the design load of AASHTO

LRFD (2014) and the maximum response of the feasible range of dynamic

collision load models, values for axial force and moment are presented in the

figure.

The response of bridge by the design load of AASHTO LRFD (2014) was

smaller than the minimum response by dynamic collision load models. This is

because that the design load of AASHTO LRFD (2014) is presented as a

equivalent static load so, the dynamic response of bridge is not considered.

Even though the magnitude of the design load of AASHTO LRFD (2014) for

100,000  ship is about 1.4 times than that for 50,000  ship, the

difference in the response of bridge was neglectable. This is because the

weight of the bridge itself was dominant to the collision load. These results

mean that using a equivalent static load for a ship collision can neglect the

influence of the magnitude of the collision load.
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Figure 36 Axial force and moment at the critical section

presented in P-M interaction diagram (50,000 DWT, 5.14 m/s)

Figure 37 Axial force and moment at the critical section

presented in P-M interaction diagram (100,000 DWT, 5.14 m/s)
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Using the dynamic collision load model, vast range of the response of

bridge can be estimated by ships with identical ship size and impact velocity

so, the most dangerous collision situation should be considered. For the

response by dynamic collision load models, the variation of moment was

much larger than that of axial force. For 50,000  ship, the maximum

moment by dynamic collision models is more than 15 times than the moment

by the design load of AASHTO LRFD (2014) and is about 70 % of the

moment of the limit state. For 100,000  ship, the maximum moment by

dynamic collision models is more than 20 times than the moment by the

design load of AASHTO LRFD (2014) and is about 95 % of the moment of

the limit state. These results mean that the dynamic response of bridge which

cannot be expected using a equivalent static load should be considered to

guarantee the safety of bridge.

5.2.2 Verification of Design Load Estimation Procedure

In this research, the total collision duration,  which can amplify the

response of bridge is chosen as a design load using participation factor and

shock spectrum. To observe dynamic response characteristics of bridge

according to the total collision duration and to verify the procedure of

estimating design load, dynamic collision load models with total collision

duration which is shorter than the lower bound of the total collision load

were included in analyses. The maximum collision load, max was fixed as

its upper bound. Figure 38, 39 show the maximum moment response over

time at the critical section according to the total collision duration,  , for
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50,000  ship and 100,000  ship respectively.

For both ship cases, the maximum moment response occur when the total

collision duration,  is 1.0 sec. This correspond to the total collision duration

1.1 sec which can make the  natural mode of vibration appear. However,

the feasible range of the total collision duration is defined in this research,

so, it is assumed that the dynamic collision load having this total collision

duration does not occur. The second largest moment response occur when the

total collision duration,  is 2.2 sec. This correspond to the total collision

duration 2.0 sec which can make the  natural mode of vibration appear.

Because this total collision duration is under the feasible range of the total

collision duration, the dynamic collision load having its total collision duration

2.0 can be chosen to be used as a design load.

Each of the total collision duration chosen to be used for the design load

has 10 % error. This is because that the response of bridge can be expressed

as the superposition of natural modes of vibration if behaviors of bridge are

limited in linear elasticity. For example, if the total collision duration of the

dynamic collision load model is 1.0 sec,  natural mode of vibration and

 natural mode of vibration can appear simultaneously. Using the procedure

suggested in this research to estimate design load, it is not necessary to

analyze all the dynamic collision load models under the feasible range. Only

several candidates of them are needed to be analyzed. Considering its time

efficiency and small error, the procedure using participation factor and shock

spectrum can be used to estimate the design load which can amplify the

response of bridge.
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Figure 38 maximum moment response over time at critical section

according to total collision duration (100,000 DWT, 5.14 m/s)

Figure 39 maximum moment response over time at critical section

according to total collision duration (100,000 DWT, 5.14 m/s)
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Conclusion

The design load for ship collision considering dynamic response of bridge

is suggested. The dynamic collision load suggested by Lim (2013) is used to

produce the time history of ship collision load. Three parameters the

maximum collision load, ship mass, impact velocity - are needed to use this

dynamic collision load model. However, in current design procedure such as

AASHTO LRFD (2014), only ship size of a design ship and design impact

velocity are defined. According to the maximum collision load and ship mass

which are not defined yet, various dynamic collision load models can be

expected. The problem is to choose a design load among these collision

loads. In this research, the feasible range of the dynamic collision load model

is defined when ship size of design ship and design impact velocity are given

and design load is defined as the dynamic collision load model which can

cause the maximum response of bridge among them.

The range for the maximum collision load is defined using the result of

physical collision tests conducted by Woisin (1976) and the range for ship

mass considering ship type and ship mass is defined using standard ship

characteristics presented by AASHTO LRFD (2014). Because the response of

bridge collided by ship is mainly affected by the displacement of collided

bridge element, principal natural modes of vibration are defined using

participation factor considering natural mode shape of vibration and modal

participation factor simultaneously. Shock spectrum is used to determine the

total collision duration which can make principal modes of vibration appear.
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Using participation factor and shock spectrum, candidates for the design load

which can amplify the dynamic response of bridge are defined. The design

load is defined as the dynamic collision load model which can cause the

maximum response of the bridge among these candidates.

Incheon bridge is used in numerical examples. The response of bridge by

design load of AASHTO LRFD (2014) and the design load suggested in this

research are compared using P-M interaction diagram. The result shows that

design load using an equivalent static load can underestimate the response of

bridge collided by ship. The response of bridge by feasible range of the

dynamic collision load model was laid in vast range. In this research the

maximum response of bridge is considered among them to guarantee the

safety of bridge. The response of bridge according to the total collision

duration shows that the procedure suggested in this research to determine the

design load using participation factor and shock spectrum is valid and time

efficient. Using this procedure, design load which can amplify the response of

bridge by the dynamic collision load model can be found without analyzing

all the dynamic collision load model in the feasible range.
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